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Seismic shocks along the way are normal for share markets. It’s how they react to them that tells
you the true state of the market.
So, since I have been warning readers for weeks that our market is nearing the end of the longest bull
phase in modern history, it is very instructive to consider the current state of the JSE All Share Index in
the light of this week’s National Prosecuting Authority move against Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan on
trumped-up charges that are unlikely to stand up in court but which could provide President Jacob Zuma
with an excuse to remove him.
Now it might all seem like a third rate soap opera which firmly establishes us as a banana republic in the
eyes of the watching investor world and conforms to everyone the total lack of credibility of the African
National Congress for its inability to remove our hopelessly flawed head of state. If there was anyone
who still believed he was a fit and proper person to run this country, his machinations of the past week
must surely have removed even their blinkers. Indeed, South Africa as a whole is likely to pay the price
of our collective inability to control Jacob Zuma in the shape of a ratings agency downgrade that will
punish the pockets of everyone in this country.
And so, let us turn to the latest shape of the JSE All Share graph which tumbled downwards this week
through the confines of the pennant pattern that I have outlined in red. Prosecutions head Shaun
Abrahams clumsy moves on Tuesday inevitably punished the Rand and the JSE. But by late Tuesday
the move had been shown up for its ineptitude yet, as the graph clearly shows, by the close of the
market yesterday the Alsi had only worsened.

Presumably the market is still nervous as it waits to see if the second shoe will drop. Will, despite
everything, Jacob Zuma still try to remove Pravin Gordhan? Will our outgoing Public Protector release
enough dirt on President Zuma and his cronies at today’s Press conference to finally remove all doubt
that State plunder is Zuma’s top priority?
What is clear, however, is that while so many doubts continue circling, that graph will continue falling and
the bear market will become entrenched.
So what should investors do? As I have repeatedly advised in recent months, you should get rid of all
doubtful investments and create as much cash as you can while you still can.
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If you have any doubts about this view, consider next Wall Street’s most comprehensive index; the
Standard & Poors 500 pictured below which similarly this week fell out of bed, thereby ensuring that local
investment uncertainties were decisively amplified.

Below I have listed all the quality shares that I now consider to have fallen from grace. If you hold any of
these then get rid of them:
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The next month:
New York’s SP500: I correctly predicted a downward trend. Now I see a brief recovery until the end of
the month.
London’s Footsie: I correctly predicted a whip-saw rising trend until the first week of November and I
still see that happening.
JSE Industrial Index: I wrongly predicted a recovery which I saw see lasting in whip-saw fashion until
November 3. But I still see a recovery until the 21st.
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Top 40 Index: I correctly predicted a recovery until October 10. Now I see a whip saw market ending the
month a little higher.
The ShareFinder Blue Chip Index: I correctly predicted a brief recovery but failed to see the
subsequent decline. Now I see a whip saw continuing recovery until the 25th.
Golds: I correctly predicted a decline but failed to detect the beginning of a recovery which I now see
lasting until the 20th.
The Rand: The rising trend I predicted ended abruptly with Mr Abraham’s move against the Minister of
Finance and now I see weakness continuing well into November.

The Predicts accuracy rate on a running average basis over the past 599 weeks has been
83.88%. For the past 12 months it has been 90.36%.
Richard Cluver
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